Given a triangulation T of n points in the plane, we are interested in the minimal set of edges in T such that T can be reconstructed from this set (and the vertices of T) using constrained Delaunay triangulation. We show that this minimal set consists of the non locally Delaunay edges, and that its cardinality is less than or equal to n+i=2 (if i is the number of interior points in T), which is a tight bound.
Introduction

Motivations
In the very active eld of geometric compression, the works that deal with meshes compression give generally a method to encode the whole topology of the geometric object 6, 7, 2] . In some cases the topology can be computed from the geometry, for example some terrain models or some nite elements meshes are obtained by using the Delaunay triangulation; in these cases, alternative methods coding only the geometry can be used 5, 3] saving the cost of coding the topology. Unfortunately, not all triangulations are Delaunay triangulations, and coding a non Delaunay triangulation must include some topology, although in practice many edges looks like Delaunay edges. A method consists in coding only few constrained edges and then reconstruct the topology using the constrained Delaunay triangulation. This idea is exploited in particular by Kim et given a 2-dimensional triangulation T, compute the minimal set of edges E such that T is the constrained Delaunay triangulation of E, nd the theoretical worst-case bound for this minimal set. We also study the practical e ciency of this approach: we give in Section 4 statistics on the number of non Delaunay edges in some geographic databases.
Basic de nitions
De nition 1 (Delaunay criterion) Let p 1 p 2 be an edge in a 2-dimensional triangulation T. We say that p 1 p 2 is a Delaunay edge if there exists a circle going through p 1 and p 2 empty of points of T (see Figure 3 ). Convex hull edges can also be considered as locally Delaunay.
De nition 4 (Edge Flip) Let p 1 p 2 be an edge in T, and let p 3 and p 4 be the vertices of its adjacent triangles. We say that p 1 p 2 is ipped De nition 5 (Constrained Delaunay triangulation) Given a set of points P and a set of edges E in the plane, the constrained Delaunay triangulation CD(P; E) is the unique triangulation such that each of its edges is either in E or locally Delaunay.
Remark 6 This de nition is equivalent to the classical de nition used for example by Chew 1] : CD(P; E) is the unique triangulation containing E and such that for each remaining edge e of CD(P; E), there exists a circle c with the following properties:
(1) The endpoints of edge e are on the boundary of c. (2) If any vertex v of E is in the interior of c then it cannot be seen from at least one of the endpoints of e 2 Minimal set of constraints Theorem 7 Let T be a 2-dimensional triangulation, P T the set of its vertices, and NLD T the set of its edges that are not locally Delaunay.
Then NLD T is the minimal set S such that CD(P T ; S) = T.
Proof: It is easy to see that CD(P T ; NLD T ) = T. Indeed, NLD T T so we can complete NLD T to obtain T. But doing that, we add T n NLD T , which, by de nition, consists of locally Delaunay edges only. Therefore there is no Delaunay ippable edges and the constrained Delaunay triangulation is over. So NLD T is a su cient set of constraints. Reciprocally, let us show that NLD T is necessary. Let W T be a subset of the edges in T such that CD(P T ; W T ) = T. Let e be an edge in NLD T n W T , and fe 1 ; e 2 ; e 3 ; e 4 g the edges and fp 1 ; p 2 ; p 3 ; p 4 g the vertices of the corresponding quadrilateral (which is convex by remark 3). Since CD(P T ; W T ) = T, then CD(P T ; W T fe 1 ; e 2 ; e 3 ; e 4 g) = T.
This implies in particular that e 2 CD(fp 1 ; p 2 ; p 3 ; p 4 g; fe 1 ; e 2 ; e 3 ; e 4 g), which is false since e is non locally Delaunay. Hence such an edge e cannot exist, and NLD T is minimal.
Remark 8 As a direct consequence, we obtain a linear algorithm to compute the minimal set of constraints of a 2-dimensional triangulation.
Worst case study
In this section, we will show that, given a n points triangulation in the plane, the maximal number of non locally Delaunay edges is half the total number of edges, and that this bound is tight.
Lemma 9 Given a triangulation T, any open half-plane H whose boundary contains one interior point p of T, contains at least a locally Delaunay edge incident to p.
Proof: Let us consider p p 1 , the rst edge (going counterclockwise from the boundary of H) incident to p in H (it exists because p is an interior point of T). If lying between the line segment p; p 2 ] and the arc A (see Figure 5) . By iterating the process, we obtain that p p i non locally Delaunay implies p i+1 in H. Now, since p is an interior point of T, there is at least a point p k in the other half-plane. Therefore, the k ? 1th edge lying in H is locally Delaunay. Theorem 10 Let P be a set of n points, i of them being interior. Then every triangulation of P contains at least n+i=2 locally Delaunay edges.
Moreover, this bound is tight, up to a constant.
Proof: Lemma 9 clearly implies that for any interior point p of T, there are at least 3 edges incident to p in T that are locally Delaunay.
When adding the edges on the convex hull, we obtain 3i 2 + (n ? i) = n + i=2 locally Delaunay edges in T.
As for tightness, since there are 2 n ?3+i edges in a triangulation, we just showed that any triangulation contains at most 2 n ? 3 + i ? (n + i=2) n + i=2 non locally Delaunay edges. The Figure 6 shows a triangulation containing exactly n + i=2 ? 3 non locally Delaunay edges.
Experimental results
We propose here some statistical results on the size of the set NLD T in practice. The rst example of the table comes from the viewpoint collection (http://avalon.viewpoint.com/), whereas the other terrain models tested can be found on a web site of the U.S. Environmen-number number NLD cocirc. topo. 
Conclusion
In the information needed to represent a triangulation, we distinguish a geometric part (the vertex positions) and a topological part (the edges). We prove in this paper that if only the non locally Delaunay edges of a triangulation are stored, then other edges can be reconstructed by constrained Delaunay triangulation. We also prove that this number cannot exceed half of the total number of edges.
Although this bound is tight on some pathological examples, our experiments on real data sets shows a practical rate of non locally Delaunay edges of less than 3%, which yields to a very e ective compression of the topological part of the triangulation.
For three dimensional meshes, the technique generalizes easily if we store the non locally Delaunay triangles of the mesh (unfortunately, the non locally Delaunay edges are not su cient to reconstruct the whole mesh).
